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Practice tests for the Use of English (C1 level)This edition of practice tests has been written to
closely replicate the Cambridge exam experience, although it is also suitable for any English-
language student working at CEFR C1 level.200 Key Word Transformations with answers
includedEach of its 200 exam-styled, single-sentence Key Word Transformation (Part 4)
assessments carries a lexico-grammatical focus, testing lexis, grammar and vocabulary.Each
assessment comprises a sentence followed by a ‘key’ word and an alternative sentence
conveying the same meaning as the first but with a gap in the middle.Use the key word provided
to complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence.You
cannot change the keyword provided.Each correct answer is broken down into two marks.About
the authorMargaret Cooze holds an MA in Applied Linguistics and an MSc in English Language
Teaching Management, and has worked in senior roles at Cambridge English Language
Assessment and Cambridge Assessment International Education.

About the AuthorA native of Fort Wayne, Indiana, Blake Sebring has covered Fort Wayne
Komets minor league hockey for 28 seasons, covering more than 1,700 games, and is one of
only four men to cover the team full-time for The News-Sentinel. Besides legendary sports editor
Bud Gallmeier's 35 years, no one in newspapers has covered the Komets longer. He started
working at The News-Sentinel at age 15 and has been living his dream ever since. Blake is also
the author of nine books, including "Lethal Ghost," "The Lake Effect," "Tales of the Komets,"
"Legends of the Komets" and "Live From Radio Rinkside: The Bob Chase Story." In his spare
time, Blake enjoys cooking, reading, movies and mentoring prospective journalists and other
young people. He has five Godsons and more than 30 extended nieces and nephews he
regularly spoils. He also runs a Bible study at Bethlehem Lutheran Church. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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English MasterKey Word TransformationMargaret CoozeIntroductionWelcome to this edition of
sample tests for the Cambridge C1 Advanced, Part 4: Key Word Transformation, designed
specifically for students preparing for the challenging Use of English section of the (CAE)
examination, but it is also suitable for any English language student working at CEFR C1
level.The pass threshold of the Cambridge C1 Advanced (CAE) examination is 60% and so, in
order to allow ample time for the reading parts (Parts 5–7) of Paper 1, it is advisable that
candidates complete The Use of English section (Parts 1–4) as quickly as possible while
maintaining accuracy. For instance, completing each part in fewer than five minutes will allow 55
minutes in which to complete the reading parts.This resource contains 200 exam-styled, single-
sentence assessments, each carrying a lexical/lexico-grammatical focus, testing lexis, grammar
and vocabulary. Each assessment comprises a sentence, followed by a ‘key’ word and an
alternative sentence conveying the same meaning as the first but with a gap in the middle. Use
the keyword provided to complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence. You cannot change the keyword provided. Each correct answer is broken down
into two marks.The assessments have been written by Margaret Cooze, an experienced ELT
author and teacher of Cambridge exam candidates.Visit to see our range of print and digital
resources, and free practice materials.To infinity, and beyond…An answer sheet for use with
these tests can be downloaded for free from:using the password infinityandbeyondThe content
in this volume is also available in the English Master C1 mobile app, part of a suite of critically
acclaimed, test-practice learning tools geared towards the Cambridge B2 First and C1
Advanced Use of English and Listening exams.Test 1For questions 1–10, complete the second
sentence, using the word given, so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. Do not
change the word provided and use between three and six words in total. In the separate answer
sheet, write your answers in capital letters, using one box per letter.1Every single suggestion I
made was felt to be impossible. DEEMEDAll of _____________________________ be
possible.2I expect we will be found in the end. DAREI _____________________________ us
eventually.3I do not think I have ever seen such a bad film. RANKThat
_____________________________ film I have ever seen.4The team members were annoyed
as they were not consulted. LACKIt was _____________________________ members of the
team.

Key Word TransformationMargaret CoozeIntroductionWelcome to this edition of sample tests for
the Cambridge C1 Advanced, Part 4: Key Word Transformation, designed specifically for
students preparing for the challenging Use of English section of the (CAE) examination, but it is
also suitable for any English language student working at CEFR C1 level.The pass threshold of
the Cambridge C1 Advanced (CAE) examination is 60% and so, in order to allow ample time for
the reading parts (Parts 5–7) of Paper 1, it is advisable that candidates complete The Use of



English section (Parts 1–4) as quickly as possible while maintaining accuracy. For instance,
completing each part in fewer than five minutes will allow 55 minutes in which to complete the
reading parts.This resource contains 200 exam-styled, single-sentence assessments, each
carrying a lexical/lexico-grammatical focus, testing lexis, grammar and vocabulary. Each
assessment comprises a sentence, followed by a ‘key’ word and an alternative sentence
conveying the same meaning as the first but with a gap in the middle. Use the keyword provided
to complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. You
cannot change the keyword provided. Each correct answer is broken down into two marks.The
assessments have been written by Margaret Cooze, an experienced ELT author and teacher of
Cambridge exam candidates.Visit to see our range of print and digital resources, and free
practice materials.To infinity, and beyond…An answer sheet for use with these tests can be
downloaded for free from:using the password infinityandbeyondThe content in this volume is
also available in the English Master C1 mobile app, part of a suite of critically acclaimed, test-
practice learning tools geared towards the Cambridge B2 First and C1 Advanced Use of English
and Listening exams.Test 1For questions 1–10, complete the second sentence, using the word
given, so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word provided
and use between three and six words in total. In the separate answer sheet, write your answers
in capital letters, using one box per letter.1Every single suggestion I made was felt to be
impossible. DEEMEDAll of _____________________________ be possible.2I expect we will
be found in the end. DAREI _____________________________ us eventually.3I do not think I
have ever seen such a bad film. RANKThat _____________________________ film I have ever
seen.4The team members were annoyed as they were not consulted. LACKIt was
_____________________________ members of the team.5We would have had to get up at
6am, if we had walked all the way. MEANTWalking from start
_____________________________ up at 6am.6In your position I would have accepted the
invitation. SHOESIf I had _____________________________ not have declined the
invitation.7I regret coming to such an awful restaurant.FOOTI wish I
_____________________________ restaurant as awful as this.8It is scary to think of the
possible outcome.THINKI _____________________________ have happened.
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carrying a lexical/lexico-grammatical focus, testing lexis, grammar and vocabulary. Each
assessment comprises a sentence, followed by a ‘key’ word and an alternative sentence
conveying the same meaning as the first but with a gap in the middle. Use the keyword provided
to complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. You
cannot change the keyword provided. Each correct answer is broken down into two marks.The
assessments have been written by Margaret Cooze, an experienced ELT author and teacher of
Cambridge exam candidates.Visit to see our range of print and digital resources, and free
practice materials.To infinity, and beyond…An answer sheet for use with these tests can be
downloaded for free from:using the password infinityandbeyondThe content in this volume is
also available in the English Master C1 mobile app, part of a suite of critically acclaimed, test-
practice learning tools geared towards the Cambridge B2 First and C1 Advanced Use of English
and Listening exams.Test 1For questions 1–10, complete the second sentence, using the word
given, so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word provided
and use between three and six words in total. In the separate answer sheet, write your answers
in capital letters, using one box per letter.1Every single suggestion I made was felt to be
impossible. DEEMEDAll of _____________________________ be possible.2I expect we will
be found in the end. DAREI _____________________________ us eventually.3I do not think I
have ever seen such a bad film. RANKThat _____________________________ film I have ever
seen.4The team members were annoyed as they were not consulted. LACKIt was
_____________________________ members of the team.5We would have had to get up at
6am, if we had walked all the way. MEANTWalking from start
_____________________________ up at 6am.6In your position I would have accepted the
invitation. SHOESIf I had _____________________________ not have declined the
invitation.7I regret coming to such an awful restaurant.FOOTI wish I
_____________________________ restaurant as awful as this.8It is scary to think of the
possible outcome.THINKI _____________________________ have happened.9After some
time he agreed to the police interviewing him.CONSENTHe gave
_____________________________ by the police eventually.10He was proud of his skillful
work.PRIDEHe _____________________________ so skillfully. Answers for test 11my
suggestions weredeemed not toLG2dare saythey will find / someone will find / that they will find /
that someone will findLG3must rank as / has to rank asthe worstLG4the lack of consultationthat
annoyed / which annoyedLG5to finishwould have meant gettingLG6been in your shoesI
wouldLG7had never / had notset foot in aGL8hate to think / dread to thinkwhat could / might /
mayLG9his consentto being interviewed / an interviewLG10took pride / had pridein doing his
work / in workingLGTest 2For questions 1–10, complete the second sentence, using the word
given, so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. Do not change the word provided
and use between three and six words in total. In the separate answer sheet, write your answers
in capital letters, using one box per letter.1How would you manage if you could not drive?
INCAPABLESuppose you _____________________________, what would you do?2He



clearly believes he has the whole committee on his side.UNDERHe
_____________________________ on the committee supports him.3If she applies and gets
turned down, I am sure it will be disappointing for her. DISAPPOINTEDShe is sure
_____________________________ is unsuccessful.4My assumption will be that you will let me
know if you are coming. ASSUMEIf I do not hear _____________________________ you are
not coming.5The situation was serious, but he seemed not to understand that. GRAVITYI really
do not _____________________________ the situation.6My mother is very good at buying the
perfect gifts for people. FAILSMy mother _____________________________ are perfect
for people.7I’ve noticed that his swimming has got much better recently.MARKEDThere has
been _____________________________ recently.8I always thought the place she lived would
be like this.IMAGINEDThis is exactly what _____________________________ be
like.9Although it is expensive, all the evidence suggests that it will sell well.EVERYDespite the
expense _____________________________ that people will buy it.10I only found out about our
burglary on Tuesday.BEENI didn’t _____________________________ until Tuesday. Answers
for test 21were incapableof drivingGG2is under the impressionthat everyone / everyoneLL3to be
disappointedif her applicationGL4from youI will assume / I will assume thatLG5think he
understoodthe gravity ofGL6never fails to choosegifts that
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AliveForever, “Good comment. It is good!”

Reinaldo, “Questões de conteúdo avançado.. Eu recomendo. Livro bem organizado.”

The book by Blake Sebring has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 20 people have provided feedback.
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